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Your time is precious, your financial life is critical to sustain level of quality life, your lifestyle is

important as it affects your health and happiness, and your hard-earned money is even more

important. That's why I can't let you invest your money in Forex without scientifically measurable,

stats-backed, and methodically tested Forex trading method, no more being willy-nilly delusional

"hope" trading, no more playing "where-is-Waldo" endless foggy chart analysis, no more collecting

free tactics and tools and signals without real results, and no more endlessly chasing holy grail in

scammy industry on planet Internet.The world's most methodically tested, simple and practical

rule-based systematic Forex strategy to get started in making money online in Forex financial

market without high learning curve or months to wait before making real money trading using 5 mins

"Sunday Gap VPP strategy" resulted from 100 optimization tests.-Simple practical trading system

from entry to exit with positioning-When to enter and exit positions-Where to put your stop-losses

and profit targets that are backtested for poven results-The precise rules and definitions for the most

well-known trading patterns-The exact filter to use which has been shown to reduce the drawdown

by 100% from 2008 to 2016-Consistently earn above-average returns using a simple, low-risk,

proven strategy
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As a experienced trader, I found the book to be interesting. It's definitely a PLUS that Sashi's

testings are backed up with verifiable methods. Thank you, kind sir, for your selfless contributions to

the trading society. With your simple method, it has the power to change lives for both newbies and

seasoned traders. Honestly, I don't trade the Sunday gaps, but if the conditions are right, I will most

definitely be adding this to my trading plan. The method is so simple that a child could understand it!

I was happy to hear that the VPP Method came out. As someone who doesn't work in the stock

market I really don't have the time to research and learn about all of the elements that go into

buying and selling forex currently. Sashi does a great job of distilling down the core process of

trading, and how software engineering works into the essentials. He explains it involves requirement

gathering, then design, then implementation, testing, and further ongoing maintenance. Walking me

through this process allowed me to see how thoroughly and professionally he went about creating

his system.It is inspiring to see that Sashi is just another person like you or me, and isn't cut from a

different cloth, despite his success in Forex. He's had to study for many years and overcome his

own inner challenges like the rest of us. As a result he's been able to free up his time and

accomplish many impressive goals.This gives me hope that I too can make decent money online if I

just follow his proven systems and guidelines, allowing me to live the life of my dreams too.But

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s not just his back story that makes me trust in his method. He provides clear

charts and statistics that show his own results, and how I can get them too. His method the VPP

method involves using volume, price, and pattern. He goes on talk about what matters in Forex

investment trading. Everything from finding the highest probability opportunities to proper emotional

management. There's specific examples from trades heÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s made and his charts

accurately and easily break down difficult to understand concepts,helping you to get the least draw

down on your money. He has optimization reports, and back-test trade examples.Best of all he

provides a link to download his free custom indicators for free. Based on the graphs and results he's

shown, I'm confident that his indicators will do a good job of alerting me when the best times to buy

and sell are, saving me lots of guesswork, research time, and money. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m

convinced I will make money if I buy his automated robot MT4 program, that is based on his Sunday

gap VPP method, and start investing immediately!



I just finished reading this book on my kindle. As others have stated it is short and to the point. I

seems like a great strategy. I will download the indicator and give it a try. You could read the book in

less than a day if you can find a quiet place to focus. I can relate to the authors motivation to help

others with his knowledge. I hope to do the same once i have gained more experience in Forex.

Thanks for sharing!

This book was very informative and eye opening. It was truly one of the few books that shows you a

legitimate strategy for profiting in forex without having to pay a hefty fee. Awesome book.

Asakura-san has been very generous in sharing his forex system. Deeply appreciate your kindness

for this, as what you endeavor, if I make money from your system, I will donate it to those who

needs it more, in respect of you. Oss!

I just added this book to my growing collection of forex trading literature. Unlike most book that

ramble on about reading charts and sporting trend with no useful information for the beginner, This

book gave an actual strategy that can be quickly implemented in my demo account. Sashi Asakura

has written a great book for the right reasons. His description and thoroughness of his stagey

testing was a pleasant surprise. I will definitely give his system a try.

Concepts clearly explained. This book/strategy is not about making X percent per month etc. traders

/investors. This is for the investors just beginning to invest in forex. The setups (Gaps) do not

happen consistently every week etc. So the frequency of trades could be limited.Use this as a

starting point and you can work with the take profit values and stop loss values. Try this with other

financial instruments other than currencies.I appreciate the author's enthusiasm in bringing various

concepts about success into this book and there is a nice list of books he recommends.

The author is able to convince scientifically and systematically that the VPP system shall works.

Unlike others this is not normal practice among the expert adviser (EA) merchants nowadays where

they just show the backtest without optimization experiments for the EA / indicator setups. The

author is not a merchant but instead he is a good will blesser that wants to recommend what

working indicator should possess a high probability of delivering the forex trading success.
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Forex Trading, Forex Strategy, Forex Trading Strategies, ... Forex Trading Books, Trading

Strategies) How to become a consistently profitable forex trader: Revealed! The Easy Trading

Strategies, Forex, Forex trading for a living, Forex trading price action, trading psychology, trading in

the zone Forex Trading: PROVEN FOREX TRADING MONEY MAKING STRATEGY - JUST 15

MINUTES A DAY (Forex trading strategies, Fx trading strategies, forex trading for beginners): For

Beginning and Struggling Traders MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method (Forex, Forex

Trading System, Forex Trading Strategy, Oil, Precious metals, Commodities, Stock Indices,

Currency Trading Book 1) Trading Forex with Divergence on MT4 (Forex, Forex Trading, Forex

Trading Method, Trading Strategies, Trade Divergences, Currency Trading Book 2) Forex Trading:
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Hundreds Daily Day Trading One Hour a Day: Day Trading: A detailed guide on day trading

strategies, intraday trading, swing trading and ... Trading, Stock Trading, trader psychology) Forex

Made Simple: 20 Forex Trading Strategy (A Step-By-Step Trading Strategy For 1 Hour Time Frame)

Trading: The Beginners Bible: Day Trading + Options Trading + Forex Trading + Stock Trading

Beginners Guides to Get Quickly Started and Make Immediate Cash with Trading TRADING: Basic,

Intermediate, Advanced and Tips & Tricks Guide to Crash It with Day Trading - Day Trading Bible

(Day Trading, Trading Strategies, Option Trading, Forex, Binary Option, Penny Stock) Day Trading:

Trading Guide: Make Money on Stocks, Options & Forex (Trading, Day Trading, Stock, Options,

Trading Strategies) You Can Forex Day Trading: Simple Candlestick Price Action Trading (Forex

You Can Win Trade Book 2) Master The Art Of Forex Trading: The Best Forex Strategies to Start

Trading for Profit The Simple Strategy - A Powerful Day Trading Strategy For Trading Futures,

Stocks, ETFs and Forex FOREX Trading: A Simplified Guide To Maximizing Profits, Minimizing

Losses and How to Use Fundamental Analysis & Trading Techniques to Thrive in a Bear ... For

Beginners, Forex Trading Strategies) The Ultimate Options Trading Strategy Guide for Beginners:

The Fundamental Basics of Options Trading and Six Profitable Strategies Simplified like Never
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